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Meeting on Wednesday 18th May 2017 
At 6.30pm On Site 

 

 

Minutes 
 
Present:  Eleanor Bateman, Monika Lloyd, Geoff, Fangming Ju, Melanie Cable, Barry Dickenson, 

Gun Pitt, Cidalia Novais, Catalina, Ling 

Apologies:, Claire Wallen, Craig McCaslin 

 
 

Agenda Items 
 

Claire - update 
Claire has not left the group but has resigned as chair for health reasons. Will not participate in 

meetings for the next 6 months. Hans is not coming back. We welcomed Lina to the group and 

the meeting. 
 

Lawnmower 
Barry has sourced a lawn mower from a neighbour with an 18” cutting width. Have been told that 

only one trained person can be insured to operate it (we need to verify with David that we 

couldn’t add a second). David has agreed in the long term to mow our paths. In the meantime, 
Barry has offered to help Mike by removing hoses and stones so that he can mow it.  

 

Hosepipe 
Geoff has purchased with his own money a 20 metre yellow hosepipe to replace the poor red flat 

leaky hosepipe. 
 

Paths 
We decided to collect stones on paths and pool into a central area maybe a large bag, for David 

to use on the plot. Paths need to be a minimum of 20” wide. Barry highlighted wording in our 

agreement that we will mow our own paths. Also discussed having fewer paths in some instances 
as Monika’s one large bed seems to work quite well for her. Suggested that Lina takes on Han’s 

two beds and she can join the two into one. 

 

The path by sunflowers that borders our neighbouring plot needs establishing. We will draw a line 
and any bed owners there need to reinstate a minimum 20” path for mower to cut. The opposite 

side of the plot needs evening up. E.g. around the asparagus beds, Geoff’s plot and fruit cage. 

 

Groundwork UK Application for Grant 
Tesco grant application. We pitched this on the wildlife aspect e.g. hedgehog house and then on 
a pond. Last steering meeting they were also thinking of having a pond on the plot in that corner 

of site. Also question arose as to whether our insurance would cover us for having a pond on site 

– Monika will check the policy. Will need a grid cover. Removed wording around pond from the 

grant application for now. 

 

Potatoes 
Hans’ two beds are free near tap. Lina will now take these. Barry raised the issue of growing 

maincrop potatoes which were prone to slug damage (as well as eelworm and blight) and have 

sustainability issues around watering. This year’s maincrop has had slug pellets dug into the soil 
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amongst the tubers as RHS suggested therefore they are not organic! After some discussion, we 

decided not to grow maincrop next year but stick to first and second earlies which are less 

troublesome. 

 
Barry’s trialling Wilja variety and keen to try heritage varieties next year although is unable to 

dig any potato beds next year for health reasons. It will be a group effort. 

 

Strawberries 
Melanie was away in March and has damaged shoulder. Is behind on weeding and netting 
strawbs bed - mainly the one next to the black mypex one. Melanie asked for help from the rest 

of the group to help weed this bed! She wondered if when weeded we might also be able to 

collect strawberry runners from greenhouse and drop in a fresh runner plant into the area you 

have just cleared… 
 

Discussion on whether strawberries under Mypex are as prolific as those outside it. Barry 

suggested Marshmallow variety can be grown very close together which acts as a weed 

suppressant. We suggested we could merge two beds into one for Hans’s other old beds 22 and 
21. 

 

Asparagus 
Claire has bought asparagus £43. Keep beds clear. Crowns marked with string on a cane indicate 

do not harvest this year. Would be good to mow path around the edge of the asparagus bed and 
make sure that not grass grows in the asparagus bed.  

 

Barry suggested Growmore needed on this as NPK is 7:7:7. Feed now ready for next year. Happy 

to buy some. 8kg £10.99. Also comfrey and nettle tea are good sources of fertiliser. 
Geoff spotted vermiculite is available at the pound shop to help aerate compost soil structure. 

 

Compost Bins 

Signing and labelling working well on the whole. 
 

Greenhouse 
No space in the greenhouse and polytunnel. Lots of items are well overdue planting out. Please 

claim what’s yours if leggy / overdue its plant out date! Tomatoes in polytunnel need much 

bigger pots and will wilt in the heat of summer sun. Suggest we move these to airy greenhouse 
in mid-summer. 

Geoff has a supply of Perspex. Speak to him if you want some. 

Monika feels that growing things that are expensive in supermarket like soft fruit should take 

priority over other cheap crops like potatoes. 
 

Buying compost in rota 
Not enough consensus that a compost buying rota was necessary as most people buy what they 

need for sowing. 

 

Chairperson election 
Geoff was elected as interim chair and to act as David go-between with lots of admin support 

from Monika. Geoff may be able to import Visio format of plot. 

 

Watering 
Melanie felt that watering whole plot is unsustainable and unachievable. Monika agreed that only 
new plants need water to help establish themselves. Runner beans should get a priority at plant 

base. No real need to water onions, carrots, parnsips and leeks. Barry said he’s on his own for 
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watering on Wednesdays now and therefore Lina would be welcome to slot in there, if that is 

suitable for her. 

 

Picnic 
Will arrange a date via Doodle avoiding end July. Perhaps marry that up with a group activity in 

order to warrant a food break afterwards! 

 

Date of next meeting – TBC 


